SAE AS5206

ADOPTION NOTICE

SAE AS5206, “Nut Flared Long,” was adopted on 31 July 2002 for use by the Department of Defense (DoD). Proposed changes by DoD activities must be submitted to the DoD Adopting Activity: Defense Supply Center, Columbus, DSCC-VAI, 3990 East Broad Street, Columbus, OH 43216-5000. Copies of SAE AS5206 may be purchased from SAE International, 400 Commonwealth Drive, Warrendale, PA 15096-0001.

SAE AS5206 should be used instead of AN817, which was cancelled on 31 July 2002.

Custodians:  
Air Force - 99  
Army - AV  
Navy - AS  
DLA - CC

Adopting activity:  
DLA - CC  
(Project 4730-0783-01)

Review activities:  
Air Force - 71  
Navy - SA

DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A. Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.